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Genetic programming is a new and evolutionary method that has become a novel
area of research within artificial intelligence known for automatically generating
high-quality solutions to optimization and search problems. This automatic aspect
of the algorithms and the mimicking of natural selection and genetics makes
genetic programming an intelligent component of problem solving that is highly
regarded for its efficiency and vast capabilities. With the ability to be modified and
adapted, easily distributed, and effective in large-scale/wide variety of problems,
genetic algorithms and programming can be utilized in many diverse industries.
This multi-industry uses vary from finance and economics to business and
management all the way to healthcare and the sciences. The use of genetic
programming and algorithms goes beyond human capabilities, enhancing the
business and processes of various essential industries and improving
functionality along the way. The Research Anthology on Multi-Industry Uses of
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Genetic Programming and Algorithms covers the implementation, tools and
technologies, and impact on society that genetic programming and algorithms
have had throughout multiple industries. By taking a multi-industry approach, this
book covers the fundamentals of genetic programming through its technological
benefits and challenges along with the latest advancements and future outlooks
for computer science. This book is ideal for academicians, biological engineers,
computer programmers, scientists, researchers, and upper-level students
seeking the latest research on genetic programming.
A year’s worth of management wisdom, all in one place. We’ve reviewed the
ideas, insights, and best practices from the past year of Harvard Business
Review to keep you up-to-date on the most cutting-edge, influential thinking
driving business today. With authors from Clayton M. Christensen to Adam Grant
and company examples from Intel to Uber, this volume brings the most current
and important management conversations to your fingertips. This book will
inspire you to: Rethink the way you work in the face of advancing automation
Transform your business using a platform strategy Apply design thinking to
create innovative products Identify where too much collaboration may be holding
your people back See the theory of disruptive innovation in a brand new light
Recognize the signs that your cross-cultural negotiation may be falling apart This
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collection of articles includes “Collaborative Overload,” by Rob Cross, Reb
Rebele, and Adam Grant; “Algorithms Need Managers, Too,” by Michael Luca,
Jon Kleinberg, and Sendhil Mullainathan; “Pipelines, Platforms, and the New
Rules of Strategy,” by Marshall W. Van Alstyne, Geoffrey G. Parker, and
Sangeet Paul Choudary; “What Is Disruptive Innovation?,” by Clayton M.
Christensen, Michael Raynor, and Rory McDonald; “How Indra Nooyi Turned
Design Thinking into Strategy,” an interview with Indra Nooyi by Adi Ignatius;
“Engineering Reverse Innovations,” by Amos Winter and Vijay Govindarajan;
“The Employer-Led Health Care Revolution,” by Patricia A. McDonald, Robert S.
Mecklenburg, and Lindsay A. Martin; “Getting to Sí, Ja, Oui, Hai, and Da,” by
Erin Meyer; “The Limits of Empathy,” by Adam Waytz; “People Before Strategy:
A New Role for the CHRO,” by Ram Charan, Dominic Barton, and Dennis Carey;
and “Beyond Automation,” by Thomas H. Davenport and Julia Kirby.
Inherent in human nature is a universal desire to be healthy and fit. People
everywhere love to talk it up, professing they want to lose weight and get in
shape. That sounds impressive except for one problem; the greater majority dont
actually do anything about it. High pressures of life get in the way; work, family
obligations, financial hardship, mental stress, depression, addictions and more. In
her all-encompassing guidebook, Nadia Yacoub Cavallini shares an educational
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roadmapfive building blocks and fundamental principles that teach us how to
honor our body, nurture well-being, and embrace healthy habits. Cavallini
dissects diet myths, examines health education reform, and encourages you to
proactively take control of your health, ultimately creating a balanced, happier
life. The Proactive Health Solution is a comprehensive, practical resource that
empowers you to: Set priorities to enrich the quality of your lifestyle Build a
foundation of healthy habits for yourself and your family Maintain motivation to
reach your fitness goals Eat right and enjoy exercise to achieve the best results
Develop a healthy self-image and emotional intelligence Renew your inner-spirit
and relationship with God Discover your optimal healthin mind, body and spirit
This working paper aims to present the specifics of innovation in the Polish health
industry through the prism of the experiences and opinions of a representative
group of 42 companies from both the pharmaceutical and medtech sectors.
Through analysis of in-depth interviews, it aims to illuminate the legal, economic
and social mechanisms and phenomena that determine innovation in this sector.
The survey examines which areas of the Polish health sector are most
innovative, the understanding of innovation that prevails in the sector, and the
characteristics of R&D activities carried out there. Subsequently, the study
explores the general impact of intellectual property, and particularly of patent law
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on innovation, in the Polish health sector. Finally, it surveys the other economic
and legal instruments currently stimulating innovation and how legal regulations
and governmental policy could be modified to create an optimal pro-innovation
environment. The conclusions include short legal and factual background of
innovation in the Polish health sector, the summarized results of the conducted
analysis and final comments concerning the level and culture of innovation within
the examined industry.
This IBM® RedpaperTM publication takes you on a journey that surveys cloud
computing to answer several fundamental questions about storage cloud
technology. What are storage clouds? How can a storage cloud help solve your
current and future data storage business requirements? What can IBM do to help
you implement a storage cloud solution that addresses these needs? This paper
shows how IBM storage clouds use the extensive cloud computing experience,
services, proven technologies, and products of IBM to support a smart storage
cloud solution designed for your storage optimization efforts. Clients face many
common storage challenges and some have variations that make them unique. It
describes various successful client storage cloud implementations and the
options that are available to meet your current needs and position you to avoid
storage issues in the future. IBM CloudTM Services (IBM Cloud Managed
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Services® and IBM SoftLayer®) are highlighted as well as the contributions of
IBM to OpenStack cloud storage. This paper is intended for anyone who wants to
learn about storage clouds and how IBM addresses data storage challenges with
smart storage cloud solutions. It is suitable for IBM clients, storage solution
integrators, and IBM specialist sales representatives.
This uniquely accessible book helps readers use CABology to solve real-world
business problems and drive real competitive advantage. It provides reliable,
concise information on the real benefits, usage and operationalization aspects of
utilizing the “Trio Wave” of cloud, analytic and big data. Anyone who thinks that
the game changing technology is slow paced needs to think again. This book
opens readers’ eyes to the fact that the dynamics of global technology and
business are changing. Moreover, it argues that businesses must transform
themselves in alignment with the Trio Wave if they want to survive and excel in
the future. CABology focuses on the art and science of optimizing the business
goals to deliver true value and benefits to the customer through cloud, analytic
and big data. It offers business of all sizes a structured and comprehensive way
of discovering the real benefits, usage and operationalization aspects of utilizing
the Trio Wave.
A pervasive disconnect exists between the job/career culture and the present
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economic reality in America. This book offers powerful strategies for stemming
the employment crisis and proposes comprehensive solutions for businesses,
government, and job seekers alike. • Explains how the current job skills crisis
stems from a broad structural failure of the education-to-employment system and
has sweeping societal and economic consequences • Identifies the "hot jobs" of
the current decade and the requisite skills and educational preparation needed to
obtain them • Describes how digital technology has permanently altered the
nature of the U.S. and global job/labor market • Provides information critical to a
wide audience: businesses seeking to fill vacant jobs, community organizations
and governments trying to attract new enterprises and retain current businesses,
educators preparing students for careers, and students and parents concerned
about job and career options
Argues that the American health care system can be fixed, offering suggestions
for getting more in return for health care spending, expanding what is covered,
offering incentives for quality care, budgeting responsibly, and creating a
sustainable system.
Fear of carbs has taken over the diet industry for the past few decades--the mere
mention of a starch-heavy food is enough to trigger an avalanche of shame and
longing. Here, diet doctor and board-certified internist John A. McDougall, MD,
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and his kitchen-savvy wife, Mary, show that a starch-rich diet can actually help
you lose weight and prevent a variety of ills. By fueling your body primarily with
carbohydrates rather than proteins and fats, you'll feel satisfied, boost energy,
and look and feel better.--From publisher description.
Even with new health-care policies, one thing is clear: health-care costs will
continue to rise dramatically. While individuals may get better coverage,
businesses will have the same problem they've had for the last four decades.
Health care, one of corporate America's largest expenses, is growing at doubledigit rates, and nothing done in Washington will change that. But one mediumsize company set out to tame the beast of rising health-care costs, employing
best practices and cutting-edge ideas. The results have caused others to sit up
and take notice. Serigraph, Incorporated, a Wisconsin-based manufacturer of
decorative parts, and its chairman, John Torinus, did what Washington can't or
won't do: reduce cost increases to less than 2 percent while improving the quality
of health care for its employees. The implications for corporate America are
staggering--the opportunity for genuine reform in an expense category that has
been spiraling out of control. Serigraph began its initiative to control health-care
costs in 2003, when its annual health-care bill was $5 million and another
$750,000 was needed for the projected 15 percent annual increase. The
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company employed three strategies for reform, each of which can cut the healthcare bill by 20 percent to 40 percent--consumer responsibility, the primacy of
primary over specialty care and centers of value. Applied in concert with other
management methods, these three approaches almost eliminated growth in
health-care costs while improving the quality of employee care. The results are
documented. They are beyond refute. The Company That Solved Health Care
describes the fascinating details of Serigraph's program, and shows how any
company can achieve similar results. This book is essential reading for any
manager responsible for his or her company's health-care expenses, any
academic or thinker involved in the health-care debate and anyone who wants to
better understand why health-care costs have been rising and what can be done
to achieve price stability while improving patient care.
You no longer need a traditional employer plan to get good, affordable health
insurance. The New Health Insurance Solution can help you cut your health
insurance costs in half if: You're self-employed, an independent contractor, or
your employer doesn't provide health insurance (you can probably get coverage
on your own for about $94/month—a fraction of what an employer would have to
pay for the same coverage) You are employed and pay extra to cover your
spouse or children under your employer-sponsored plan—you may save 50% by
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taking them off your employer plan You own a small business and are getting
killed by double-digit premium increases—you can now give employees tax-free
money to buy their own plans and get your company out of the health insurance
business The book also explains in detail the best solutions for you if: You can't
find affordable health insurance because you or a child have an expensive
preexisting medical problem (your state has a program to provide you with
guaranteed coverage ) You're currently putting money into an IRA or a
401(k)—because you don't realize that an HSA is always a better option You're
unsure how you or your parents will be able to afford health insurance during
retirement, or how to maximize benefits from Medicare—including the new Part D
prescription drug plan The New Health Insurance Solution is the definitive guide
to the new ways every American can now get affordable health care—without an
employer. PAUL ZANE PILZER is a world-renowned economist, a former advisor
in two White House administrations, an entrepreneur/employer, an awardwinning adjunct professor at NYU, and a New York Times bestselling author.
Explains how employers can take control of the increasing burden of health care
costs, using the approach taken by Serigraph, a company that focused on
consumer responsibility, primary care, and centers of value, as a model for
improving health care while lowering the cost.
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America’s Health Care Crisis Solved highlights the major pitfalls of our current
health care system and shows why, without changes, health care costs will soon
demolish the American economy as well as the opportunity to receive quality
care. However, contrary to the increasingly popular idea of a government health
plan, the alternative presented by authors J. Patrick Rooney and Dan Perrin
brings the self-interest of you, the American consumer, into the equation.
EMPLOYERS ARE DESPERATE TO FIND A SOLUTION Employers are
desperate to find a way to make employee benefits affordable, competitive,
beneficial, and just work. Unfortunately, it's just not working. Health insurance is
usually the #2 largest expense on an employer's books (right after salaries!) and
most treat it like overhead. Employees are unhealthy, costs go up, and you
wonder how you can continue to afford benefits from year to year while staying in
business. WHAT IF SOMEONE FIGURED IT OUT?What if instead, you were
able to use employee benefits as an incentive to drive employee engagement,
improved health, and increased profits - all while achieving high performance
without paying any more than you already are? What if employees could pay
less, the company could save millions, and employees could have access to
expanded health coverage all with paying probably less than what you are today?
Impossible?Dr. Larson has rallied key talent more than once to fundamentally
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change the way healthcare is managed inside of an organization. More than
once, Larson has helped put the pieces in place to build strong partnerships with
employees, carriers, vendors, and others to save millions on health insurance for
plans, reduce costs for employees, expand coverage for participants and
families, engage employees to change behavior, and reform healthcare at the
local level. He shares the philosophy, foundation, perspectives and know-how in
this book.WHAT IF THE SOLUTION IS RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU?The
solutions to our healthcare dilemma in the U.S. has been right here in front of us
all along. Unfortunately, we've been focusing on the things that matter least as
solutions to the questions that matter the most. Waiting on the government to find
a solution through healthcare reform will not bring the cure to our healthcare
epidemic. Healthcare reform is local - specific to our employees and our own
workforce. What we do within the walls of our own company will have a far
greater impact on our costs than anything Congress or anyone else can do. It's
up to us to find, develop and implement those solutions to maintain and develop
the solutions that will work for our organization and our people. Within this book,
Dr. Larson shares his perspectives of what these tools, processes, and functions
are that can make the biggest difference. With decades of experience in HR,
benefits, and human development, Dr. Larson has managed or consulted on
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benefits for multiple entities throughout the course of the past decades and
understands what works when it comes to making the changes needed to affect
health, outcomes, and costs. This book is a compendium of those resources he
has utilized in setting up and revising benefits programs through his experiences.
He shares the good, the bad and the ugly when it comes to programs and tools.
This is not meant to be another textbook on wellness and healthcare. There are
several of those books on the market written by people who wrote them based on
theory, research and OTHER peoples' stories. Instead, this is a first-hand
perspective written from one well-experienced practitioner's view of what works.
This book is the structured sharing of best practices from someone who has been
there, done that. It is not filled with links to outside research and data points but is
instead filled with guidance, perspectives, and lessons learned from years of
practical experience and proven results. Want another research book that will sit
on the shelf unread? Go find another book. Need something with real ideas,
practical concepts, and that is written directly with a disruptive "no holds barred"
approach that you'll turn to time and time again? This is the one to drop a dollar
on.
When exploding health care costs threatened Serigraphs solvency, CEO John
Torinus Jr. went outside the box to find a solution. Using his findings, Torinus
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applied innovative, cutting-edge strategies to cut his health care expenses well
below the national average while improving his employees care. Now, across
America, leading companies are following Serigraphs example. There is a
revolution brewinga revolution that will dramatically lower health costs
nationwide. Torinus, author of The Company That Solved Health Care, the eyeopening book detailing one companys game-changing health care program, now
presents The Grassroots Health Care Revolution. Featuring examples and
interviews with the business leaders who are at the forefront of these innovations,
The Grassroots Health Care Revolution is a game plan for improving workforce
health and radically lowering health costs.
This brochure illustrates a project promoted by Korean medical device companies
wanting to develop a presence in global market with support from Korean government.
Inside you will find how korean medical device companies are reliable partners for
global collaboration.
Launch your new business with confidence and skill using the latest guidance from the
UK's most trusted small business guru Starting a business is one of those courageous
and audacious decisions that many of us dream about. If you're ready to take the leap
and turn your great idea into action, or you already have, you'll need to arm yourself
with the best strategies you can find. In Starting a Business For Dummies: UK Edition,
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through every critical step in launching your company. From writing your first business
plan to surviving and thriving in your first year, and everything in between, you'll learn
how to go from concept to revenue, handle the post-Brexit United Kingdom regulatory
and tax environment and utilise public grants and incentives to help get you off the
ground. You'll also: Understand how the UK business landscape has been impacted by
Brexit and COVID-19 and the practical steps you can take to adapt Finance your new
venture with grants from the UK government and enjoy brand-new tax incentives aimed
at R&D and innovation Find your inspiration with motivating case studies of real-world
successes who conquered every challenge the market threw at them You've spent your
life building the skills you'll need for this moment. Let Starting a Business For Dummies:
UK Edition show you how to apply them for maximum effect as you grow your company
from an idea into an unstoppable juggernaut.
The Company That Solved Health CareHow Serigraph Dramatically Reduced
Skyrocketing Costs While Providing Better Care, and How Every Company Can Do the
SameBenBella Books, Inc.
Providing guidance on how to apply a version of solution-focused therapy tailored to the
public service environment, this text also describes a range of real-life situations across
a range of settings.
The annual Journal of the International Institute for Law and Medicine examines legal
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to health care,
medicinal
products, intellectual property rights in
pharmaceuticals, and liability in North America, Latin America, Europe, Africa, and Asia.
Even with new health-care policies, one thing is clear: health-care costs will continue to
rise dramatically. While individuals may get better coverage, businesses will have the
same problem they've had for the last four decades. Health care, one of corporate
America's largest expenses, is growing at double-digit rates, and nothing done in
Washington will change that. But one medium-size company set out to tame the beast
of rising health-care costs, employing best practices and cutting-edge ideas. The
results have caused others to sit up and take notice. Serigraph, Inc., a Wisconsinbased manufacturer of decorative parts, and its chairman, John Torinus, did what
Washington can't or won't do: reduce cost increases to less than 2 percent while
improving the quality of health care for its employees. The implications for corporate
America are staggering--the opportunity for genuine reform in an expense category that
has been spiraling out of control. Serigraph began its initiative to control health-care
costs in 2003, when its annual health-care bill was $5 million and another $750,000
was needed for the projected 15 percent annual increase. The company employed
three strategies for reform, each of which can cut the health-care bill by 20 percent to
40 percent--consumer responsibility, the primacy of primary over specialty care and
centers of value. Applied in concert with other management methods, these three
approaches almost eliminated growth in health-care costs while improving the quality of
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The results
That Solved Health Care describes the fascinating details of Serigraph's program, and
shows how any company can achieve similar results. This book is essential reading for
any manager responsible for his or her company's health-care expenses, any academic
or thinker involved in the health-care debate and anyone who wants to better
understand why health-care costs have been rising and what can be done to achieve
price stability while improving patient care.
Heading into 2014, American businesses face an important decision about health care:
Opt in or opt out? With the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, or Obamacare,
in effect, companies with more than 50 employees will either offer health care benefits
or face penalties. And the choice isn't as straightforward as it may sound—in many
instances, some companies could save money by paying the fines rather than funding a
health care plan. Others would lose money if they dropped coverage. Most employers
would like to offer the benefit, but it needs to be truly affordable. Fortunately, the
stampede of innovations introduced in the private sector over the last decade has
simplified the decision; health costs can be managed if corporate managers make it a
strategic priority. John Torinus Jr., author of The Company That Solved Health Care,
the eye-opening book detailing one company's game-changing health care program,
now gives Opt Out on Obamacare, Opt Into the Private Health Care Revolution, a game
plan for improving workforce health and dramatically lowering health costs. Unlike the
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new national
law, it concentrates
management
science, not politics. Innovative
corporations have engaged their employees in taming the hyper-inflation that has
plagued the health care industry for decades. CEOs, CFOs, and COOs in front-running
companies are deploying management disciplines and marketplace principles to invent
a better business model for health care. They are bending the curve, and this book
shows you how to follow suit.
Hospitals and health systems are facing many challenges, including shrinking
reimbursements and the need to improve patient safety and quality. A growing number
of healthcare organizations are turning to the Lean management system as an
alternative to traditional cost cutting and layoffs. "Kaizen," which is translated from
Japanese as "good change" or "change for the better," is a core pillar of the Lean
strategy for today’s best healthcare organizations. Kaizen is a powerful approach for
creating a continuously learning and continuously improving organizations. A Kaizen
culture leads to everyday actions that improve patient care and create better
workplaces, while improving the organization’s long-term bottom line. The Executive
Guide to Healthcare Kaizen is the perfect introduction to executives and leaders who
want to create and support this culture of continuous improvement. The Executive
Guide to Healthcare Kaizen is an introduction to kaizen principles and an overview of
the leadership behaviors and mindsets required to create a kaizen culture or a culture
of continuous improvement. The book is specifically written for busy C-level executives,
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vice presidents,
directors,
andDo
managers
who need to understand the power of this
methodology. The Executive Guide to Healthcare Kaizen shares real and practical
examples and stories from leading healthcare organizations, including Franciscan St.
Francis Health System, located in Indiana. Franciscan St. Francis’ employees and
physicians have implemented and documented 4,000 Kaizen improvements each of the
last three years, resulting in millions of dollars in hard savings and softer benefits for
patients and staff. Chapters cover topics such as the need for Kaizen, different types of
Kaizen (including Rapid Improvement Events and daily Kaizen), creating a Kaizen
culture, practical methods for facilitating Kaizen improvements, the role of senior
leaders and other leaders in Kaizen, and creating an organization-wide Kaizen
program. The book contains a new introduction by Gary Kaplan, MD, CEO of Virginia
Mason Medical Center in Seattle, Washington, which was named "Hospital of the
Decade" in 2012. The Executive Guide to Healthcare Kaizen is a companion book to
the larger book Healthcare Kaizen: Engaging Front-Line Staff in Sustainable
Continuous Improvements (2012). Healthcare Kaizen is a longer, more complete "how
to" guide that includes over 200 full color images, including over 100 real kaizen
examples from various health systems around the world. Healthcare Kaizen was
named a recipient of the prestigious Shingo Professional Publication and Research
Award. Check out what the experts at the Franciscan St. Francis Health System have
to say about Healthcare Kaizen. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcGmP5gLEPo&fea
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When exploding health care costs threatened Serigraph's solvency, the CEO went
outside the box to find a solution. John Torinus Jr. applied innovative, cutting-edge
strategies to cut his health care expenses well below the national average while
improving his employees' care. Now, across America, leading companies are following
Serigraph's example. There is a revolution brewing. A revolution that will dramatically
lower health costs nationwide. John Torinus Jr., author of The Company That Solved
Health Care, the eye-opening book detailing one company's game-changing health
care program, now presents The Grassroots Health Care Revolution. Featuring
examples and interviews with the business leaders who are at the forefront of these
innovations, The Grassroots Health Care Revolution is a game plan for improving
workforce health and radically lowering health costs. Torinus avoids the politics of
health care to focus on what businesses can actually control. He shows how pioneering
corporations have engaged their employees to tame the hyper-inflation that has
plagued the health care industry for decades. Executives in leading companies are
deploying management disciplines and marketplace principles to invent a better
business model for health care. These companies are bending the curve, growing
profits and improving the health of their employees. Learn how you and your business
can join the revolution.
A groundbreaking prescription for health care reform--from a legendary leader in
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innovation
. Our healthCan
careDo
system
is in critical condition. Each year, fewer
Americans can afford it, fewer businesses can provide it, and fewer government
programs can promise it for future generations. We need a cure, and we need it now.
Harvard Business School’s Clayton M. Christensen—whose bestselling The Innovator’s
Dilemma revolutionized the business world—presents The Innovator’s Prescription, a
comprehensive analysis of the strategies that will improve health care and make it
affordable. Christensen applies the principles of disruptive innovation to the broken
health care system with two pioneers in the field—Dr. Jerome Grossman and Dr. Jason
Hwang. Together, they examine a range of symptoms and offer proven solutions.
YOU’LL DISCOVER HOW “Precision medicine” reduces costs and makes good on
the promise of personalized care Disruptive business models improve quality,
accessibility, and affordability by changing the way hospitals and doctors work Patient
networks enable better treatment of chronic diseases Employers can change the roles
they play in health care to compete effectively in the era of globalization Insurance and
regulatory reforms stimulate disruption in health care
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